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2
It Would be highly desirable to provide neW methods and

LIGHTWEIGHT AUTHENTICATION
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR VALIDATING
A SERVER ACCESS REQUEST

systems that Would promote the Widespread use of security
and performance scans While at the same time reduce the
likelihood that one performing such a scan Would be held

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Technical Field

legally responsible for some act or omission during its
occurrence.

The present invention relates generally to client-server
computing over the Internet and more particularly to a
lightweight authentication service and method to validate a
given interaction With a target server.

2. Description of the Related Art
The World Wide Web is the Internet’s multimedia infor
mation retrieval system. In the Web environment, client
machines effect transactions to Web servers using the Hyper
text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Which is a knoWn application

protocol providing users access to ?les (e.g., text, graphics,

The present invention addresses this need.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
10

Aprimary object of this invention is to control the manner
by Which a given server scan may be authoriZed and carried
out.

Aparticular object is to place the ability to grant access to
15 a target server, as Well as the time of any such access, in the

direct control of a person Who is trusted, a priori, to grant or
deny such access. One such trusted person is a technical
contact or administrative contact identi?ed by the site opera
tor itself.

images, sound, video, etc.) using a standard page description
language knoWn as Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).
HTML provides basic document formatting and alloWs the
developer to specify “links” to other servers and ?les. In the
Internet paradigm, a netWork path to a server is identi?ed by
a so-called Uniform Resource Locator (URL) having a
special syntax for de?ning a netWork connection. Use of an

Another object of the present invention is to provide such
operation Within the context of existing Internet infrastruc
ture so as to provide a “lightweight” authentication server

scan method and system.

HTML-compatible broWser (e.g., Netscape Navigator or
Microsoft Internet Explorer) at a client machine involves
speci?cation of a link via the URL.
A given collection of ?les located at a Web server is

Another important object of this invention is to reduce
25

legal exposure for entities that perform scanning activities
With respect to servers they do not oWn or control.

sometimes referred to as a Web site. Site operators often

Yet another related object is to afford a simple method for

desire to monitor the quality-of-service they provide to
users, for example, to address and rectify service problems.

validating the legitimacy of a security scan or other access
request With respect to a target machine operating in an open

Moreover, it is also knoWn in the art to implement Web site
diagnostic services Whereby a given target server is
“scanned” or analyZed to evaluate some given metric. Thus,

computer netWork.
Yet another object of this invention is to provide an entity
With a potential legal defense or similar protection should

for example, it may be desired to scan a given server for

security vulnerability. A security scan thus might evaluate
the server’s con?guration and identify the various softWare
programs (and their version numbers) supported on the

problems arise as a result of a security scan When the
35

platform. If the security of the server is vulnerable based on
some given exposure level criteria, an appropriate report

requested scan may originate from anyWhere in the netWork
and/or is not validated at the point of request.
A still further object is to provide a robust and ef?cient

may be generated so that corrective action (e.g., upgrade to

validation mechanism that protects an organiZation should a
dispute arise With respect to Whether a particular scan
request Was made or validly authoriZed.

a neWer softWare version for a given program) may be taken.
While security scans may have a valid purpose, they may
also be used maliciously. A scan may be used to collect

These and other objects are provided in a lightWeight
authentication scheme for use, for example, to implement an
Internet Web site diagnostic service. The service uses exist

information (e.g., softWare versions) about the server that
might later be helpful in alloWing an interloper to bypass

ing Internet infrastructure in a novel manner to provide a loW
45

system safeguards. Thus, a scan may be used to ?nd a

de?ciency in the server’s security that may be later exploited

cost, yet highly effective method for validating a server
security scan or other access request. In one embodiment,
the invention is a method for validating a request to scan a

in a full scale attack directed at the Weakness. More likely,

target server in a computer netWork having a trusted shared

a given security scan may be designed to simply make the

resource. The computer netWork may be the public Internet,

server so busy that it cannot otherWise service normal

in Which case the trusted shared resource could be the

requests. Such “denial of service” attacks succeed by dimin

ishing the server’s ability to perform its required processing.

InterNIC WHOIS database. The WHOIS database includes
information identifying technical and administrative contact

A site operator may also desire to scan its server for

personnel responsible for a given second level domain

reasons of evaluating performance, capacity or other opera

server. The method is operative at a host and begins When a
tions. Such a scan may identify any number or type of 55 request to scan the target server is received at the host. In
metric, such as broken links, HTML syntax errors, aggregate
response, a ?rst query is initiated from the host to the trusted

?le siZe, number of ?les, response times, broWser
incompatibility, and the like.
Regardless of the scan’s purpose, providers (Whether the
site operator or some third party) have a signi?cant interest

in minimiZing its legal exposure for any damage or loss
resulting from the scan. Thus, for example, a site operator

shared resource, Which may be mirrored for performance
reasons, to identify a technical, administrative or other
contact person that may authoriZe the scan request. Once the
contact person is identi?ed, a second query is initiated from
the host to the contact’s e-mail address. This query includes

to receive its heaviest traf?c. Were such a denial of service 65

the details of the request, the URL of the host, and a key that
is entered (by the contact person) to provide a formal
response to the access request. The key is typically a
randomly-generated passWord or other identi?er that

attack to occur, the operator might face legal liability due to

enables the contact person to access a Web page located on

attendant loss.

the host (identi?ed by the URL passed in the second query).

Would never knoWingly alloW a large scale security scan to

take place during the time of day When the site is expected

US 6,182,227 B1
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The response Web page includes an appropriate interface to
enable the contact person to grant/deny access and, if

(collectively referred to as a “Web” site) in the form of

necessary or desired, provide other control information such

a netWork path to a server is identi?ed by a so-called URL
or “Uniform Resource Locator” as de?ned in RFC 1945,

hypertext documents and objects. In the Internet paradigm,

as a schedule for permitted access or a list of others Who may
authoriZe the scan.

Which is incorporated herein by reference.

Therefore, because the access request is ?rst directed to a

As Web server 12 is assumed to be accessible via the

trusted source, for example, the target server technical/
administrative contact, the present invention avoids after

public netWork, its second level domain identifying infor
mation is registered in a trusted shared resource 15. A
representative trusted resource is the InterNIC WHOIS

the-fact questions that may otherWise arise regarding
Whether the scan Was ever authoriZed in the ?rst instance.

server, Which has an associated database 17. InterNIC is a

Moreover, by taking advantage of existing Internet infra

cooperative activity betWeen the National Science Founda

structure (e.g., the WHOIS or some other “trusted” database)

tion and NetWork Solutions, Inc. The InterNIC’s WHOIS

and methods (e-mail) and HTTP, the present invention is

service provides a Way of ?nding e-mail addresses, postal
addresses and telephone numbers of those Who have regis

simple to implement and provides a robust server scan
validation mechanism.

15

tered “objects” With the InterNIC. Using WHOIS, one can

Preferably, a transaction record is generated for each

determine the person or persons Who actually administer a

access request and its associated response. The transaction

particular site. In particular, WHOIS includes the online
database 17 populated With information about domains,

record is uniquely identi?ed by or associated With the key

machines) maintains a permissions database in Which the

hosts, and the contacts associated With them. The names of
the administrative and technical contacts for registered
domains are automatically entered into the database When
domain name applications are processed by the InterNIC.

transaction records are stored to facilitate later recovery of

This information may be obtained, for example, by querying

transmitted With the administrative contact query from the
host to the target server. Each of the host and target server
machines (Which may be the same machine or different

veri?ed information indicating Whether particular scan
transactions Were authoriZed by the contact personnel and
under What conditions.

the WHOIS server 15 through a local WHOIS client, an
25

interactive telnet session, e-mail, or the InterNIC’s Web
based form.

The foregoing has outlined some of the more pertinent

A particular domain’s administrative and/or technical

objects and features of the present invention. These objects

contact personnel are assumed to be “trusted” by the site
operator to decide Whether or not and under What conditions
a particular server access (e.g., a security scan) may take

should be construed to be merely illustrative of some of the
more prominent features and applications of the invention.
Many other bene?cial results can be attained by applying the

place. The present invention exploits this a priori trustWor

disclosed invention in a different manner or modifying the

thiness to create a lightWeight, yet robust authentication

invention as Will be described. Accordingly, other objects
and a fuller understanding of the invention may be had by
referring to the folloWing Detailed Description of the Pre
ferred Embodiment.

scheme as Will be seen.
35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

includes a broWser, such as Netscape Navigator 3.0 (or

higher) or Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 (or higher).

For a more complete understanding of the present inven
tion and the advantages thereof, reference should be made to
the folloWing Detailed Description taken in connection With

FIG. 2 is a representative netWork architecture in Which

the lightWeight authentication system and method of the
present invention is implemented. The authentication is

the accompanying draWings in Which:
FIG. 1 is a knoWn Internet client-server system;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one preferred system

A representative Web client or server is a personal com
puter or Workstation that is x86-, PoWerPC®- or RISC
based, that includes an operating system such as IBM®
OS/2® or Microsoft WindoWs NT or 95, and that further

45

architecture in Which the present invention is implemented;

termed “lightweight” to emphasiZe that, in the preferred
embodiment, the scheme takes advantage of existing Inter
net infrastructure (e.g., WHOIS) and communication meth
ods (e.g., e-mail). The service is preferably provided by a

FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart of an illustrative method for vali
dating a server access request according to the present

host computer 20 connectable to or otherWise accessible by
the various machines in the netWork. A representative host

invention; and

computer is the IBM Net?nity( (any model) or PC Server(

FIGS. 4A—4B represent an illustrative response Web page
interface that is used by a technical or administrative contact
person to enter information responsive to a given access

(any model) running the lightWeight authentication service
as an e-business application. For purpose of illustration, it is
assumed that one or more servers 22 are desired to be

request.

accessed from some source (Which may or may not be

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

55

knoWn ahead of time) in the netWork. In one illustrative
example of the service, an access request may be received at
the host to effect a security scan of a given target server 22.

The present invention, hoWever, is not limited to any par

By Way of brief background, a knoWn Internet-based
client-server system is illustrated in FIG. 1. Aclient machine
10 is connected to a Web server platform 12 via netWork 14.

ticular purpose of the access request, as there may be many
different types and reasons to access the target machine (any

For illustrative purposes, netWork 14 is the public Internet,

of Which may use the authentication scheme). Thus, the

an intranet or some other knoWn netWork connection. Web
server platform 12 is one of a plurality of servers Which are

access request may involve a performance analysis, an
inventory request, or any other given server interaction

accessible by clients, one of Which is illustrated by machine
10. A representative client machine includes a broWser 16,
Which is a knoWn softWare tool used to access the servers of

the netWork. The Web server platform supports ?les

request.
65

The lightWeight authentication scheme is shoWn being
illustrated as executing from the separate host computer, but
this is not a requirement of the invention. The inventive

US 6,182,227 B1
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process may be supported or executed from any machine in

inability to service the request. If, hoWever, access to the
response Web page has been obtained, the routine continues.
In particular, a test is then performed at step 68 to
determine Whether the access request has been denied via
information input on the response Web page interface. As
Will be seen, the interface Will include appropriate control

the network including the management server itself. Thus,
the term “host” is used herein merely for convenience.

The service may be scaled upWards and centrally

managed by supporting the lightweight authentication sys
tem across any convenient number of host platforms and
then controlling those platforms With a management server
24. Target servers (or others) may subscribe to the server
diagnostic service, perhaps for a fee, so that access requests

may be processed reliably and ef?ciently on a relatively

objects (menus, buttons, listboXes, and the like) With Which
the contact person responds to the access request. If the
outcome of the test at step 68 is positive, the routine
10

large scale basis. The management server stores and main
tains transaction records generated from access requests. It
may also be used to deliver status information to a given user
of the service or a given target server. Moreover, the

management server enables the system to be easily-scaled
and centrally-managed. In the management server
implementation, the server manages the access requests and

branches to step 70 to issue (to the requester) an appropriate
“access denied” response message. If, hoWever, the outcome
of the test at step 68 is negative, the routine continues at step
72 (since the access request Will be granted) to test Whether
the access request is to be conditional. If not, the routine

15

branches to step 74 to issue (to the requester) an appropriate
“access granted and scan is noW proceeding” response
message. If, hoWever, the outcome of the test at step 72 is

resulting transaction records on behalf of one or more

positive, the routine continues at step 76 to prompt the

customers and/or target servers, perhaps for a service fee.
The inventive authentication scheme is illustrated in the
?oWchart of FIG. 3. It is preferably implemented in a

contact person to enter appropriate control information via

computer program operative in the host computer at Which
the scan service is provided. As noted above, the host
computer may be the target computer itself. The routine
begins at step 50 by testing Whether a given access request
(e.g., a security scan request has been received). If not, the
routine cycles and Waits for a request. If the outcome of the

issue (to the requester) an appropriate “access granted and
scan Will proceed under the folloWing conditions) response
message. At step 80, an appropriate record is created of all

the interface (or to otherWise capture such information is
already entered). The routine then continues at step 78 to

25

information incidental to the transaction request. This com

pletes the processing.
Thus, upon receipt of a transaction request, the routine

test at step 50 indicates that a request to scan a target server

issues a query to WHOIS to obtain the identi?cation of an

has been received, the routine continues at step 52 by
initiating a ?rst query. As noted above, the ?rst query is

administrative and/or technical contact. That person is then
queried to authoriZe or deny access and, if access is granted,
under What conditions. Preferably, the response of the con
tact person is effected by having the person access a
response Web page uniquely associated With the transaction
as determined by the key supplied to the contact person With
the actual access query. By entering the key, the contact

provided to a trusted shared resource, such as the WHOIS
server and its associated database, to obtain the name or

other identifying information of the server’s administrative
or technical contact. The trusted shared resource may be a

mirror site. As noted above, the ?rst query may be effected
by any number of methods: a local WHOIS client, an
interactive telnet session, e-mail, or the InterNIC’s Web
based form, among others. The routine then enters a control

35

person may access the response Web page at Which the

appropriate approval and conditions may be entered. Infor
mation in this page is then saved as a transaction record or

block 54 to determine Whether a response has been received
from the ?rst query. If no response has been received, the
routine cycles and Waits for a response. A timeout may be
provided if the host desires to place a time limitation on the
response. When a response is received, control continues at
step 56 to determine Whether a contact person is identi?ed.
If not, the routine branches to step 58 and issues an indica 45

log for audit and veri?cation purposes. The authentication
scheme thus makes highly ef?cient use of eXisting Internet
infrastructure, resources and methods to provide a “light
Weight” authentication scheme to respond to and validate

be serviced.
If, hoWever, a contact is identi?ed in response to the
WHOIS query, the routine continues at step 60 to formulate

server access requests. In the preferred embodiment of FIG.
2, the host is set up to provide a server diagnostic service
Whereby access requests are received and then serviced,
possibly for a fee, in the manner described. Web sites may
“subscribe” to the service.
A representative response Web page interface is illustra
tive in FIGS. 4A—B. As seen in FIG. 4A, When the contact

tion (to the original requester) that the access request cannot

a second query. The second query includes the access

person enters the URL passed in the second query (e.g., in

request, the host URL, a randomly-generated key, and
perhaps other information. At step 62, the second query is

the person’s Internet broWser), the host Web page displays

launched to the contact person identi?ed. Typically, this
query is an e-mail message provided to the contact person’s
e-mail address, Which is usually located at the target server
itself. The second query may be delivered in any other

the key. Upon entry and veri?cation, the response Web page
illustrated in FIG. 4B is displayed. This screen includes, by

an initial dialog or gateWay screen 100 requesting entry of

55

convenient manner such as via telnet, a bulletin board

Way of eXample only, a hostname ?eld 102, an ALLOW
button 104, a DENY button 106, a LACKS AUTHORITY
button 108, a scheduling listboX 110 and a dialog boX 112.

enters a decision block at step 64 to determine Whether a

Other identifying information (e.g., contact name, date,
time, etc.) may be entered in the ?elds 114 as required. The

given response to the second query has been received.
Again, a timeout may be provided With respect to this step

hostname ?eld 102 is used to enter the domain name. The
ALLOW, DENY or LACKS AUTHORITY buttons are used

is desired. If the outcome of the test at step 64 indicates that
a response has been received from some person purporting
to be the contact person, the routine continues at step 66. At
this point, a test is performed to determine Whether the key
has been entered to obtain access to the response Web page
interface. If not, the routine returns to step 58, indicating an

to enter the access request response. The listboX 110, for
eXample, may be used to schedule the requested access to a

posting, direct communication, or the like. The routine then

particular time period. The dialog boX 112 is used for entry
65

of comments or other control information (e.g., a list of

persons Who might authoriZe the request), the entry of a
scheduling policy, or the like. This interface, of course, is

US 6,182,227 B1
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As noted above, one of the preferred implementations of

merely illustrative as any convenient interface (including a
CLI) or set of interface controls may be implemented in a
knoWn manner. The actual interface typically Will depend on
the type of access request in any event.

the invention is as a set of instructions (program code) in a
code module resident in the random access memory of the

computer. Until required by the computer, the set of instruc

As noted above, preferably the host and/or a particular

tions may be stored in another computer memory, for

target server maintains a permissions database in Which
responses received from the trusted database queries are
stored to facilitate later recovery of veri?ed records indicat

eXample, in a hard disk drive, or in a removable memory
such as an optical disk (for eventual use in a CD ROM) or

ing Whether particular scan transaction Were authoriZed by
the contact personnel. Preferably, each access request and its
associated response (based on information provided in the

doWnloaded via the Internet or other computer netWork.
In addition, although the various methods described are

?oppy disk (for eventual use in a ?oppy disk drive), or

conveniently implemented in a general purpose computer
selectively activated or recon?gured by softWare, one of
ordinary skill in the art Would also recogniZe that such

response Web page) are recorded in the form of a transaction

record. This record is then stored in the host and/or the target
server to form the permissions database. In one particular

embodiment, each transaction record is uniquely associated
With the key that Was used by the contact person to access
the response Web page. Stated another Way, each response

methods may be carried out in hardWare, in ?rmWare, or in
more specialiZed apparatus constructed to perform the
15

As used herein, “Web client” should be broadly construed

Web page is also uniquely associated With the key as Well.
Any other convenient encoding method may be used to

to mean any computer or component thereof directly or
indirectly connected or connectable in any knoWn or later
developed manner to a computer netWork, such as the

guarantee the authenticity of the record.
It should be appreciated that a given computer that

Internet. The term “Web server” should also be broadly

initiates the scan request to the trusted database includes a
scanner for performing the scan of the target server. The
scanner may be based in Whole or in part in softWare, and it

may be eXecuted by or in conjunction With any broWser
running on the computer. The security scan could be per
formed by a client computer provided With “teaser” softWare
or by scanning a company’s server With the results reported

25

entity Which doWnloads the ?le. Moreover, the invention

(IP) client, not just Within an HTTP-complaint client having
a Web broWser. Thus, as used herein, references to
“broWser” should be broadly construed to cover an IP client.

The present invention has been described in the context of

provides a neW validation system to solve the problem of
validating the legitimacy of a security scan or other access

a security scan request to the target server received from a

source in the computer netWork. The present invention,
hoWever, provides a robust validation mechanism that is not
35

limited merely to providing before-the-fact authoriZation
With respect to security scan requests. Indeed, the inventive
technique of querying the trusted database and then return
ing a response to the source may be used for any given
request from the unknoWn source to interact With the target
server. Thus, the target server may be controlled to respond
to any given request for interaction received from an

should problems arise as a result of a security scan When the

requested information may originate from almost anyWhere
and/or is not validated at the point of request. In particular,
the invention provides a robust and ef?cient validation
mechanism that can protect the entity in the event an
individual or organiZation dispute arises With respect to

unknoWn source to effect the described method.
Having thus described our invention, What We claim as
neW and desire to secure by letters patent is set forth in the

Whether a particular scan request Was made or validly

authoriZed. Moreover, the invention provides a technique

construed to mean a computer, computer platform, an
adjunct to a computer or platform, or any component
thereof. Of course, a “client” should be broadly construed to
mean one Who requests or gets the ?le, and “server” is the

may be used or practiced in any type of Internet Protocol

to the requesting client (and perhaps to some authoriZing
entity as Well).
The present invention provides numerous advantages. It
request. It combines many complex tasks into a very simple,
?uid organiZational scheme that can be applied by any entity
Wishing to perform security scans or other potentially
destructive interactions With the organiZation’s Internet
server. It provides an entity With a potential legal defense

required method steps.
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folloWing claims:

Whereby technical or administrative contact personnel of an
Internet server may halt a security scan regardless of Where

1. A method of validating a request to access a target
server in a computer netWork having a trusted shared

the request originates.

resource, comprising the steps of:
responsive to a request to access the target server, initi
ating a ?rst query to the trusted shared resource to
identify a contact that is trusted to respond to the access

The inventive process is a method and system for autho
riZing and performing a security or other scan of one or more

Internet servers (over the Internet) for a prospective indi
vidual user. A security scan typically comprises a point-to
point transaction in Which the server performing the scan
sends and receives information from the server being

scanned only after the request has been approved by the

request;
initiating a second query to the identi?ed contact to
determine Whether the scan may be authoriZed, the
55

server’s technical and administrative contacts. According to
the invention, these contacts are ?rst identi?ed, e.g., via an

InterNIC WHOIS query lookup, and they decide Whether
further action may be taken With respect to the target server.

Personal user information preferably is also gathered and
validated during the scan request process. Once a given
access request has been validated, the mechanism may also
be used to schedule the server to be scanned at a time that

has been determined by the server performing the scan, or

provided as a preference by the individual requesting the
scan, the server’s technical contact, administrative contact or

other trusted personnel.
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second query including a key;
responsive to entry of the key by the identi?ed contact,
generating a response to the access request; and
generating a transaction record of the access request and
the response.
2. The method as described in claim 1 Wherein the
response includes an indication that the access request is
authoriZed.
3. The method as described in claim 2 Wherein the
indication includes a given condition.
4. The method as described in claim 1 Wherein the
response includes an indication that the access request is not
authoriZed.

US 6,182,227 B1
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5. The method as described in claim 1 Wherein the

means responsive to a request to scan a target server for

response includes a list of one or more personnel Who may

initiating a ?rst query to the trusted database to identify

authorize the access request.
6. The method as described in claim 1 Wherein the

a contact that is trusted to authoriZe the scan;

means responsive to identi?cation of the identi?ed contact
for initiating a second query to the identi?ed contact to
determine Whether the scan may be authoriZed, the
second query including a URL and a key; and

computer netWork is the Internet and the trusted shared
resource is a WHOIS database.

7. The method as described in claim 1 Wherein the second
query includes a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) identi
fying a host that generated the second query.
8. The method as described in claim 7 further including

10

the step of having the identi?ed contact associate the key
With the URL prior to generating the response.

may enter a response to the scan request; and

means responsive to entry of information on the interface
for generating a transaction record of the scan request
and the response.

9. The method as described in claim 1 Wherein the access
request is a security scan.
10. The method as described in claim 1 Wherein the access
request is a performance scan.
11. The method as described in claim 10 Wherein the key

is uniquely associated With the transaction record.
12. The method as described in claim 1 further including
the step of initiating the access request at the target server.

means responsive to association of the URL to the key for
displaying an interface into Which the identi?ed contact

21. The computer program product as described in claim
20 Wherein the computer netWork is the Internet and the
trusted database is a WHOIS database.

22. The computer program product as described in claim
20

20 Wherein the URL identi?es the server.

23. The computer program product as described in claim

13. Amethod of validating a request to scan a target server
in a computer netWork including a trusted database, com

20 Wherein the interface includes one or more graphical

prising the steps of:

display objects for receiving the information.

responsive to a request to scan the target server, initiating

24. The computer program product as described in claim

a ?rst query to the trusted database to identify a contact 25 20 Wherein the interface is an interactive Web page.

25. A computer for hosting an authentication service in a
that is trusted to respond to the scan request;
computer netWork having a trusted database, comprising:
transmitting an e-mail to the identi?ed contact to deter
mine Whether the scan may be authoriZed, the e-mail
a processor having an operating system;
including a URL and a key; and
30
a broWser;
upon access to the URL and entry of the key, issuing a
means responsive to a request to scan a target server for
response to the scan request.
initiating a ?rst query to the trusted database to identify
14. The method as described in claim 13 Wherein the
a contact that is trusted to authorize the scan;
response includes an indication that the target server scan
means
responsive to identi?cation of the identi?ed contact
request is authoriZed.
35
for
initiating
a second query to the identi?ed contact to
15. The method as described in claim 13 Wherein the
determine Whether the scan may be authoriZed, the
response includes an indication that the target server scan

request is not authoriZed.
16. The method as described in claim 13 Wherein the
response includes a list of one or more personnel Who may 40
authoriZe the target server scan.

17. The method as described in claim 13 further including
the step of generating a transaction record including infor
mation derived from the scan request and the response.
18. The method as described in claim 13 Wherein the

second query including a URL identifying the
computer, and a key; and
means responsive to association of the URL to the key for
displaying, on the broWser, an interface into Which the
identi?ed contact may enter a response to the scan

request; and

means responsive to entry of information on the interface
45
for generating a transaction record of the scan request
computer netWork is the public Internet and the trusted
and the response.
database is the WHOIS database.
26. The computer as described in claim 25 further com
19. The method as described in claim 13 Wherein the
prising a scanner, and means responsive to entry of the
contact is selected from a group of contact personnel con
response for activating the scanner to scan the target server.
sisting essentially of a technical contact, an administrative
27. The computer as described in claim 26 Wherein the
contact, and a management contact.
scanner is executed by the broWser.
20. A computer program product in a computer-readable
medium for use in a server connectable in a computer

netWork having a trusted database, comprising:

